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Don't Miss the Decree that Came Out of
Zion on Sunday Morning!
Monday, January 16, 2012
Dear Decreeing Saints:
Our service yesterday morning with Dutch Sheets at the Global Spheres Center was
historic. The level of revelation and decrees that came forth was amazing and will help develop
the next thrust, from this place, for all of us. If you were not with us, I want to encourage you to
watch the webcast replay that will be available through Wednesday.
The atmosphere here is changing rapidly. I heard the Lord say, “I will make announcements out
of Zion!” I believe key voices will start coming through here, decreeing over us. They will
come under the mantle the Lord is forming here and their revelation will go into a whole new
dimension. The anointing coming from here is causing people to see clearly. A bit further
below are two examples of this flow of revelation.
In the next few months we have several keys gatherings that you will want to join. These
include two Center for Advancement classes as well our first Feast celebration:
A New Administration: Understanding God’s Government Today! (February 3-4)
History’s First Alphabet: Understanding Hebrew Letters & Numbers!(February 24-25)
Passover Celebration! (April 5-8)
We also look forward to seeing many of you at these gatherings. Additional details follow are
towards the close of this email.

Sandy Stetz from Roanoke, Texas shared about yesterday’s service:
As I was watching the webcast of today’s service, it seemed the intensity of heaven’s attention
seemed to grow and to focus on what was occurring at Glory of Zion, as if they had been waiting
in anticipation.
When Dutch was nearly finished speaking concerning the sound of heaven, as the instruments
began to play – I heard the bleating of sheep, as if in a crowded marketplace. The sheep of this

world, people lost with a Shepherd, without a place to go ...sheep milling about, looking this way
and that for a Leader.
As decrees were spoken by both Dutch Sheets and Chuck Pierce – large angelic beings stood at
attention to hear the words spoken. This was their release. This is what they had been waiting
for, what they had been assigned to bring to pass. These were captains of the guard, generals of
the hosts of heaven.
When James began singing “Holy, holy . . .” large camps of angels mobilized, marching
together as an army. When LeAnn counterpointed his song with “every tribe, every tongue,
every nation” many more separate but coordinated troops fell into ranks of marching soldiers –
each troop going to a different tribe, different tongue, different nation. It seemed as if the whole
earth was filled with angelic forces, warring angels with many earth generations worth of
experience in such battles. All marching in step, looking forward only, with a single
determination.
There were flashes from the Throne of electric fire, simultaneous blasts of sound like thunder
and an energy difficult to describe – something like a controlled nuclear blast combined with
intense electricity as in lightning flashes and other energies not of this earth. The kind of energy
that can create and destroy stars. An energy that resonated with the breath of heaven. This was
being released from a throne of blue, liquid light. Who sat upon the throne I could not see but I
knew Him.
As these were released from a throne that glowed and shimmered in blue, the power to overcome
was given to these troops of angels as they marched. Each troop had its own objective, its own
nation to go to, its own “special forces” to gather intelligence and to subvert the enemy. The
whole earth was filled with these troops marching, straight ahead, not turning at any
obstacle. Each troop dispatched to its own nation.
And I heard/sensed the Lord of Lords sayings, “Do not think it a small thing, this authority I
have given you to decree. I have called you up, to rule with Me. Only it must be, from the place
of intimacy, as My mouthpieces have been saying to you. Do not seek to bring Me down to you,
to your plane of living. Come up! Come join with Me. Come rest with Me. Come war with
Me. Come see the fulfillment of the ages.”

David Donnangelo in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania shares the revelation he has been receiving …
For those who have eyes to see and ears to hear (if this even gets read) and can set aside their
pride and politics, the Lord is about to begin to do something in the earth. ... (John 3:16). One
way to look at Denver and the nature of Tim Tebow regardless of the win loss issue is: ... the
point was (John 3:16).
The Father is about to do something and wanted the world to remember His son (John 3:16) ...
before He does what His will will do. You can feel it in the atmosphere of the earth - The Father

making an announcement to the world before He does something in the earth or allows events to
occur. He is about to do something.
With 41 million people watching 316 demonstrated, 90 million worldwide looking up John 3:16
after the 316 game, 9420 tweets per second after the 316 game, the Father is making an
announcement to the world of His son! He is about to do something and giving mankind a
message and choice or opportunity to meet His son before He begins what He intends to do.
Who can recognize when the Lord speaks to the world the way He wants to speak to the world?
It is the seal of the "Bread of Life" being opened and something about to happen.
Center for Advancement Class: A New Administration … Understanding God’s
Government Today!
Beginning in February, we will resume our Center for Advancement classes. The Center for
Advancement was developed to provide timely, to the point courses to help you increase your
knowledge so that you will not perish, but prosper, in critical times! Each of our classes is
carefully selected for what the Lord is saying NOW.
One of the key concepts we must understand in this new year is how the Lord is establishing His
government and administration. Dutch Sheet’s messages from Crossing Over into the New Day
and even on Sunday morning highlighted the role of the Fellowshipping Church and Legislating
Ecclesia! There is a shift going on that we must understand – a shift that goes beyond our
present understanding of how the Lord establishes His Kingdom rule and reign in the earth
realm. On February 3-4, Robert Heidler and I will be teaching on “A New Administration:
Understanding God’s Government Today!” There will be no charge to join us onsite, or by
webcast, for this class which begins on Friday evening and continues on Saturday morning and
afternoon.
On that Saturday evening (February 4) at 7 PM, we will have our Firstfruits Celebration for
Shevat. Make plans to join us as we shout “Blessings are on my way!”
History’s First Alphabet: Understanding Hebrew Letters and Numbers (Feb 24-25)
With the release of A Time to Advance: Understanding the Significance of the Hebrew Tribes
and Months, we want to further our understanding of how the Lord speaks through the Hebraic
language. Hebrew is a complete language in the sense that its characters “speak” through both
form/picture and sound. Therefore, the Hebraic letters and numbers can provide a deep level of
revelation as we study the times and seasons we are living. On February 24-25, Robert and I
will devote an entire Center for Advancement class to History’s First Alphabet: Understanding
Hebrew Letters and Numbers. This class will also be offered at no charge onsite, as well as by
webcast. Our Firstfruits Celebration for Adar will also be included in that weekend.
Passover Celebration!
Mark your calendar to join us on April 5-8 for our Passover Celebration. We are finalizing
details but already have Peter Wagner, Paul Keith Davis, Judy Jacobs, Jonathan Cahn, Barbara
Yoder, David Schneier, and Robert Heidler confirmed. There is no charge to attend! Please

register today by calling 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231. Box lunches are available for prepurchase for $5/day.
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

Key Resources to Help You Rise to a New Level of Revelation!
The Moment

Our brand new CD is now available! We have pressed forward to capture the new sound. I feel
like we’ve had to hit every moment for us to keep going. Therefore, the new CD is called, “The
Moment!” This CD includes our latest songs and spontaneous worship expressions, including
Isaac Pierce’s “Reaching Out,” LeAnn Squier’s “Limitless,” John Dickson & Aaron Smith’s
“People of Destiny,” Chad Foxworth’s “Today is Your Tomorrow,” and Tiffany Smith capturing
the moment with “Mary’s Song.” The anointing will fall in your place as you listen to this
amazing CD.
Special: $12 (regular $16) … good through January 21, 2012.

Intercessory Prayerby Dutch Sheets

The definitive textbook on intercessory prayer. If you have struggled with establishing a prayer
life or wondered if your prayers count for anything, then this book is for you. Simple and easy to
read, yet rich and deep in understanding, this book will launch your prayer life into the heavenly
realms.
($12)

Authority in Prayer: Praying with Power and Purposeby Dutch Sheets

In this powerful book, Dutch Sheets reminds believers that God is in charge and He intends His
people to be overcomers. You don't need to allow sin, Satan, or the circumstances of life to keep
you from God's amazing promises. Authority in Prayer shows you how you can take hold of
God's promises and change your world through prayer.
($12)
These and many other resources can be ordered by going to www.gloryofzion.org or by calling
(888) 965-1099 or (940) 382-7231.

